MRO IN THE AMERICAS

Your only global maintenance repair & overhaul specialist for landing, braking and hydraulic systems.

OFFERING OEM SERVICE AND PRODUCT QUALITY WHILE MINIMIZING COST OF OWNERSHIP
> Supporting commercial and regional aircraft
> State-of-the-art 100,000 sq ft facility
> Staffed by over 200 industry experienced professionals

INVESTMENTS
> Layout optimization for flow of parts to minimize Shop Processing Time
> Comprehensive capability avoiding the need of subcontracting
> Comprehensive plating and processing capability in 25,000 sq ft facility
> Global Care solutions

CAPABILITIES INCLUDE:
Landing gear
> Airbus A320 family, A300, A310, CRJ, Challenger, DHC8, Boeing 737NG and BBJ

Hydraulic systems
> Safran Landing Systems and other OEM products

Bushing fabrication

AIRWORTHINESS APPROVALS
> A FAA, EASA, ANAC and Mexican DGAC Approvals
> ANAC: NR 1112-31
> FAA: MXVY496Y
> EASA: 145.0356
> DGAC: 346
> EASA Part 21G: FR.21G.0047

PROCESS CAPABILITIES
Comprehensive in-house plating and processing capabilities including:
> Cadmium, Chrome and Sulfamate Nickel plating
> Metallic Ceramic Coatings including Sermetel W and Ipcote 9183
> NDT including MPI, FPI, Eddy current, Nital etch, titanium etch, stress scan, ultrasound

CONTACT
Gayle Scott – Vice President Marketing, Sales
E: gayle.scott@safrangroup.com
T: +1 941 706 3575

John-Pierre Poulet – Vice President Business Development
E: john-pierre.poulet@safrangroup.com
T: +1 305 972 9267

Shawn Ibarlucea – Director Sales & Marketing
E: shawn.ibarlucea@safrangroup.com
T: +1 305 604 2555

Marc McDuffie – Director Sales & Marketing
E: marc.mcduffie@safrangroup.com
T: +1 540 338 8430

Follow us on:
www.safran-landing-systems.com
@SafranLandingS
Safran Landing Systems